Welcome to…

A wonderful blend of the
unlimited physical energies and
uninhibited playfulness of the
Kindermusik Our Time age
child! The more than 30 songs,
15 dances, and 8 different
instruments create these unique
music activities, designed to
reflect
the
importance
of
movement in the life of a
toddler.

Milk & Cookies:

Make everyday home activities and chores easier and more fun
with music! Cook and sing to “The Muffin Man”; dust and clean to the original song “In My
House”; get ready to wash clothes to the delightful poem “Washing Machine”. Baking
cookies, eating cupcakes, blowing on hot cross buns, wiggling like jelly, going grocery
shopping and making tea are all represented in familiar as well as new songs. Move, play,
and sing together in developmentally appropriate activities created just for 1 ½ to 3-yearolds. Capture the familiar and new moments of the day and learn how music can impact
your toddler.

Monthly mini themes:


In My House: Engage your little helper in all the fun that can be found doing everyday things
around the house – from cleaning to cooking to gardening and more! Music and lively poems add
extra incentives to build, dust, and do the laundry together. Experience the highs and lows of
music and movement to set the stage for future understanding of pitch in music.



All Around the Kitchen: Your kitchen becomes a musical laboratory of loud and quiet sounds
and exploration as we sing about hot cross buns, teapots, milk and cookies, and porridge.
Rocking to French and Latin American tunes provide a quiet contrast to the excitement of popping
out of a toaster and jiggling on the floor like jelly.



Rise, Sugar, Rise: The more the merrier when it comes to household chores and music making!
Celebrate the joy of home, good friends, and family while playing a variety of instruments,
snuggling for a story and relaxing rocking time, singing, and coming together for one last rousing.

Milk & Cookies
Home Materials
Two CDs feature songs from around the world
in many different languages, calypso tunes,
classical works, and sounds from the natural
world that invite your child to listen, respond and
create!
Two music and movement books created
exclusively for Kindermusik include At My
House - a story of … and Cookies –….
Stir Xylophone made especially for the toddler
and preschooler, turns stirring into music! This
Stir Xylophone has bevelled and rounded edges
to prevent splintering. The Stir spoon is used in
a circular motion to create a xylophone effect
A Home Activity Book features songs from
class, creative activities for play at home, and
Kindermusik Foundations of Learning insights
to help you understand how the activities
enhance your child’s total development.
Child’s Durable Lunch Bag.
Digital Lyrics & extra Home Activities
booklets are made available to enrolled families
and are delivered as PDFs along with the class
music on PLAY (http://play.kindermusik.com/).

